
A 3.0 kg pumpkin is pushed across the ground 
with a horizontal force of 35 N.If the coefficient of 
friction between the pumpkin and the floor is 
0.60, what is the magnitude of acceleration of the 
pumpkin?
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An elevator is moving downwards at 1.0 m/s. It 
approaches its floor and comes to rest in 1.5 s. 
What would be the apparent weight of a 65 kg 
person in the elevator?














































A Pokémon trainer pushes a bag of Pokéballs 
with a force of 115 N across a horizontal surface. 
The coefficient of friction between the bag and 
the surfaces 0.70. The bag accelerates at 4.7 m/
s^2. What is the mass of the bag?












































Golem uses strength to move a 100 kg boulder. 
The force he is able to apply is 900 N. Psyduck 
tries to help but instead pushes downwards with 
a force of 150 N. If the boulder accelerates at a 
rate of 6.8 m/s^2, determine the coefficient of 
friction between the boulder and the ground.










































Snorlax is sleeping in the middle of a road. If 
Machamp pushes with a force of 3500 N, Snorlax 
accelerates at 3.0 m/s^2. If Machoke pushes 
instead with a force of 2600 N, Snorlax 
accelerates at 1.0 m/s^2. What is the mass of 
Snorlax? (There is friction.)










































A 3.0 kg pumpkin is pushed across the ground 
with a horizontal force of 35 N.If the coefficient of 
friction between the pumpkin and the floor is 
0.60, what is the magnitude of acceleration of the 
pumpkin?
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An elevator is moving downwards at 1.0 m/s. It 
approaches its floor and comes to rest in 1.5 s. 
What would be the apparent weight of a 65 kg 
person in the elevator?
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A Pokémon trainer pushes a bag of Pokéballs 
with a force of 115 N across a horizontal surface. 
The coefficient of friction between the bag and 
the surfaces 0.70. The bag accelerates at 4.7 m/
s^2. What is the mass of the bag?
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Golem uses strength to move a 100 kg boulder. 
The force he is able to apply is 900 N. Psyduck 
tries to help but instead pushes downwards with 
a force of 150 N. If the boulder accelerates at a 
rate of 6.8 m/s^2, determine the coefficient of 
friction between the boulder and the ground.
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Snorlax is sleeping in the middle of a road. If 
Machamp pushes with a force of 3500 N, Snorlax 
accelerates at 3.0 m/s^2. If Machoke pushes 
instead with a force of 2600 N, Snorlax 
accelerates at 1.0 m/s^2. What is the mass of 
Snorlax? (There is friction.)
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